




























housework, and there should be no discrimination against women in this matter. 

The organisation has taken up this programme in order to lead men to realise how 
much work women do and how important it is." 

Joining as a responsible member of the programme, Sunita started with 
bringing about a peaceful revolution in her own family. She would daily report and 
patiently explain to Kish or about the programmes of the organisation conducted. 

She would narrate the reactions of the men, and the women, and about the 
meaning of equality. She knew that in the process of bringing change in men, it is 

important to explain to the women and for them to realise their work's worth. 

However, she didn't try to directly change her husband because she knew it 
wouldn't work. Kishor never liked the idea of housework earlier and he would 
always wake up late in the morning. ButSunita has slowly induced a change in him 

and in her children as well. They all now do all kinds of housework. He does not 
cook, but helps with the cooking. He spreads the beddings, removes the 

beddings, fills water, and also helps Sunita to prevent addictions in the village. 
Even so, Sunita still sees the limit of the participation in housework. There are 

boundaries. For instance, one cannot expect the husband to wash the wives' 

clothes. Even today she never tells him to do any work. But he himself has begun 
to do his part in the housework that is what is special about it. 

The people in the village are reacting in various ways. Sunita's in-laws say, 

"Kishor never filled the water vessels, and if he didn't get up until nine o'clock we 
didn't dare remove the cover over him. Now he helps his wife in the work. His wife 

has made him change." Their meaning may be double-edged, she feels, but it 
testifies to the change. Occasionally when there is tension at home or from the 

fieldwork, Sunita naturally feels irritated and cribs to her children and husband. 
But now it doesn't lead to discord (vaadavaadi) at home and after awhile 

everything calms down. 
Of the 18 month-long project period, Sunita was involved only for the last 6to 7 

months. She took meetings with men. And, to solve the issue of poor attendance 
at group meetings organised sporting exchanges between men and women, 

based on popular television programmes. She organised competitions, which 

encouraged a change of gender roles. Among these was the husband-wife ball
in-bucket game, wives making raangoli over the point-grids made by their 

husbands, husbands making two chapatis, husbands' search for dabbas (of 
turmeric, salt, sugar or the sewing box), getting a child ready for school in five 
minutes, and so on. Sunita feels that chapati-rolling was the most significant 
achievement for men. 

While people's responses to these programmes have been mixed so far, Sunita 
feels that these will become more positive in future. Regarding men's hesitations 

and difficulties it is not possible to say much at this stage, she says. For them to 
speak out and actually share the housework equally, a lot more work will have to 

be done.■
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or talked to them on Fridays, at the Namaz time. Or may be go to their homes 
directly and talk. 

While working we sensed that males were never responding to discussions or 
regular meetings. The same experience was even repeated in other villages. They 
always said that they will attend one big event but it is difficult to attend monthly 
meetings. So we changed strategy. We decided to take such programmes which 
will involve and entertain all along with meeting our objectives. For example, we 
had arranged for a meet of couples in the nearby Pokhari village. But the day of 
the meet was decided in a manner convenient to male members in Kuran along 
with their partners. The meet was a grand success. It included many games like 
threading beads, making gajaras, understanding each other choices etc. Games 
which required participation of both husband and wife. Majority of the people 
zealously participated in the games. This very experience was totally new for the 
people of Kuran and other villages. Generally the orthodoxy prevalent in our 
society regards exchange of pleasantries as a great sin! But there was nothing like 
this here. Many people gave us the feedback that they could truly live for their 
own sake that day. The event created its own impact and men demanded many 
more such events. We also learnt that if the planning is done as per the right time 
and situations qualitative participation of the male members does increase. 
Similarly, we arranged cookery competitions for men, parents' meet, a 
competition based on popular show 'Home Minister'. Through this we propagated 
the equality. 

We also faced some more difficulties while working in Kuran. We three male 
volunteers had gone to initiate the first meeting. It was altogether a new 
experience for us. But we were fully prepared. Tathapi's detailed, in depth 
training, our changed attitude due to it and the provided resource material was 
with us. On that very day, we communicated with all of them on various topics. 
That women should transcend boundary of home and men should support, not 
resist them, whole familywill improve if women are empowered with opportunity 
were the points we discussed. That was by and large agreeable to all. But when the 
point that women should not be compelled to wear a veil that is burqkha. Matter 
took a different turn. The locals as expected must have discussed it- as 2-4 days 
after a group of 4-5 men came to meet us. They warned us that what we were 
talking may be right, but their maulanas would never tolerate it. More was yet to 
come. The women's group was getting stronger day by day. It had even led to 
formation of a small saving group. Even their meetings were far better. Once 
some women landed in our Sangamner office without wearing a burqkha. A 
politically active person in the village noticed it. He gossiped in the village that he 
would deal with this. The village even discussed this loose talk. It even reached the 
women. They got annoyed and angry. They straight away went to his home 
together and fired him. They asked what the exact wrong was done by the 
organization and who was he to question it. He got intimidated and apologized 
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Tathapi's communication material for a dialogue with men 

Male Sexuality and the Construction of Male Identity: Meeting Report 1,2 and 3 : 
(English/Hlndi/Marathi) 
These are the reports of natonal level meetings organised by Tathapi to work with men and boys 
for building healthy social relations based on gender equity and other democratic values. 

Training Manual 

Poster 

Documentary 

Gender, Sexuality, Violence and health ... training manual to work with men 
(Marathi , Hindi, English) 

This type of book is introduced in India for first time. This book emerged and 
developed through the workshops with four organizations; Sahayog (Uttar Pradesh), 
Ekalavya (Madhya Pradesh), Sahaj (Gujrat) and Tathapi Trust (Maharashtra). The 
main objective was to prepare a resource material for the workers who work with 
youth, men. (Donation price Rs. 200) 

Let's leave the false notions of masculinity ... and grow up as human being 
(Purushipana soduya ... man us mhanun vadhuya) 
Patriarchal society draws frames of thoughts and behavior for men and women. In 
addition, more strikingly, this margin is injustice for women. However, right from 
appearance, body language to division of work these boundaries detach men from 
humanity. Men also come into this trap of false notions of masculinity. This poster is an 
attempt to explain what these concepts are and what the need to break those frames is. 
(Donation price Rs. I 0) 

Yuvak Melava (Youth Gathering) (30 Min., Marathi, English) 
"Towards equality ... working with men" program was carried out with four organizations in 16 
villages of Maharashtra. The walk of these youths towards equality is very interesting, vigorous 
learning process. This process was to understand the traditional frames of masculinity and to 
stretch oneself to a good human being. This yuvak melava held at Apia Ghar, Naladmg to make 
this whole process stronger to inculcate for longer. Also, this helped them to understand that they 
are not alone in this process of change, instead, there are other youths who are struggling at their 
end. 

Working with Men ... experiences of activists (24 Min., Marathi, English) 

This is an attempt to convey the experiences of the persons involved on and of field in the process 
of working with men. The two years were learning process for the activists too. 

Towards equality ... an Overview ( in the making process) 
This documentary tells about the experiences in the implementation of this project, challenges and 
strategies, effective interventions and many other issues included. This is an attempt to make it 
useful for the organizations that are working and would like to work with men for gender equality. 
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